
GUARDIAN ANGELS

A Guardian Angel

One of the worst events that could happen to a modern 
business is to suffer a major attack against their online 

presence.  For many companies,  protecting their website 
against attack, properly identifying and classifying  attacks, 
and managing the recovery from an attack is something of 
a black art.  Even for companies with dedicated security 
personnel,  the process is still sometimes a mystery.

Guarding and watching over your site, 'Site Guardian'  pro-
vides you with the latest information about known and 
emerging vulnerabilities that affect your site's software, 

along with details  on how to update / manage them.  
Watching  over your site,  'Site Guardian' rapidly reacts when 
a visible breach is reported (with added services, it can 
report when breach attempts begin), responding within 12 
hours of attack.  Most attacks are discovered and reported 

within 3-4 hours.  It may not even be your site which was 
originally attacked - it could have been collateral damage.

Following recovery of normal operations, Sûnnet 
Beskerming's  'Site Guardian' will provide a detailed analy-
sis of how the attack took place, who was likely to have 

carried out the attack, and any other pertinent details, such 
as possible data theft.

About Us

Based out of Adelaide, Australia, Sûnnet Beskerming has 
been delivering world-class Information Security  and con-

tent to clients across the globe since 2004.

Reaching  more than 400 million people, through those 
responsible for their Information and Financial Security, 
Sûnnet Beskerming services and products are used by 
military R&D bodies, major banks, State and National secu-

rity agencies, ISPs, and many more.

Solutions can be tailored from the individual through to the 
mega-corporate, and still feel personal.
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WITHOUT SITE 
GUARDIAN

WITH SITE GUARDIAN

Normal 

Operation

Site operates normally - client data remains secure.

Under Attack Attacker attempts to gain unauthorised access to 

site(s), leaving damage trail.

Immediately 

Post-Attack

Nothing.  Attacker 

continues to cause 

damage

Notification within 12 

hours of initial attack, 

along with guidance to 

prevent re-attack.

2-4 Weeks 

Post-Attack

Successful attack 

draws more attackers, 

seeking more sensitive 

and valuable data

Forensics report com-

pleted.  Initial attack 

draws additional attack-

ers, but unsuccessful due 

to guidance supplied by 

Sûnnet Beskerming

Ongoing 

Operation

Continual leakage of 

sensitive client data, 

resulting in losses for 

clients and loss of 

business

Ongoing updates and 

security advice fend off 

attack attempts, leaving 

data secure.

Sûnnet Beskerming changes that with their 
'Site Guardian' service.


